REVALUATION REQUEST
Call for a Postdoctoral Researcher correspondent to the initial level
Reference IMM/CT/19-2020

Karina Marangoni, Brazilian, biologist, registered with the CPF under nº 045.098.146-07
and RG nº MG-10.570.032, come, in due time, to the presence of this Judging Committee
to request the revaluation of my score, based on the supporting documents submitted
for application and also on the criteria set out in the Reference Notice IMM/CT/192020.

3rd July, 2020.

______________________________
Karina Marangoni, PhD

Considering the selection method adopted by the jury, I’d like to request a review of
my score for the following criteria:
b. Expertise in culture and differentiation of iPSC, in which I got 7.67% out of
30%.
As demonstrated in my CV and supporting documents, I have experience in:
 2D and 3D culture cell (from cell lines, primary culture and stem
cells) as evidenced in the "Supporting Documents" file on pages:


nº 48, with the book publication “3D Cell-SELEX: in vitro selection of
RNA aptamers for prostate cancer”.



nº 52, with the article publication “Extracellular vesicles as drivers of
epithelial-mesenchymal transition and carcinogenic characteristics in
normal prostate cells”.



nº 54, with the article publication “Advances in cell culture: more than
a century after cultivating cells”.



nº 56, with the article publication “Different gene therapy strategies: a
overview for prostate cancer”.



nº 57, with the article publication “3D Cell-SELEX: Development of
RNA aptamers as a molecular probes for PC-3 tumor cell line”.



nº 68, with the conference article “Gene expression of prostate tumor
cell lines: comparison of 3D and 2D tumor models”.



nº 69, with the conference article “Screening of RNA aptamers specific
to PC-3 prostate cancer cell line by using 3D-Cell SELEX”.



nº 140, with the collaboration and participation in the project
“Molecular basis of regulation, proliferation and differentiation of
urogenital neoplasia stem cells: implications on pathogenesis and
cancer therapy”.



nº 144, with the supervision of research work “Molecular basis of the
regulation of activation, proliferation and differentiation of prostatic
stem cells: implications of pathogenesis and cap therapy”.



nº 146, with the supervision of research work “Selection and
validation of cell-SELEX prostate cancer border specific cells”.



nº 192, 193 and 195, with the teaching in the subject “Cell and
Tissue Culture"
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c. Expertise in RNA molecular biology and Biochemistry, in which I got
25.33% out of 30%.
As demonstrated in my CV and supporting documents, I have experience in:
 RNA seq as evidenced in the "Supporting Documents" file on pages:


nº 21, with the course participation “Genetics and Next Generation
Sequencing for Bioinformatics”.
At the end of this course I acquired solid knowledge and experience in:
use cloud-based platform Galaxy to analyze large sequencing datasets
(RNA and DNA), recent advances in DNA and RNA sequencing
technology, assess quality of raw data, applications in Personalized
Cancer Therapy and Disease Research, and use FastQC and
Trimmomatic to improve data quality.



nº 23, with the course participation “NGS: The new era in DNA
sequencing and data analysis”.
The course covers the following topics: types of platforms (Ion Torrent,
454 Roche, Solid, Illumina, Pacbio, Nanopore), comparison between
platforms, approaches to quality and cost assessment of sequencing,
strategies for genome assembly, types and coverage of assemblies,
techniques for evaluating a assembly, methods to process raw data
from genome-wide mRNA expression studies (microarrays and RNAseq) including data normalization, differential expression, clustering,
enrichment analysis and network construction, annotation of genomes,
genomics

and

applications,

software

for

Pan-Genome

analysis,

applications of Pan-genome analysis, phylogenomics, programs used to
build phylogenomic trees, applications of phylogenomics, systenia
analysis, variant analysis software (SNP).

In this way, and in accordance with the considerations mentioned above, I’d like to
request, to the respectable jury, revaluation of my score, based on the supporting
documents submitted for application and also on the criteria set out in the Reference
Notice IMM/CT/19-2020.

Thanks for the opportunity.
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